
Introduction to MobileERP AI ROWE System

ERP stands for Enterprise Resource Planning. MobileERP is a type of software that 
organizations use to manage day-to-day business activities such as accounting, procurement, 
project management, risk management and compliance, human resource, payroll, construction, 
manufacturing, services and supply chain operations. It includes enterprise performance 
management, software that helps plan, budget, predict, and report on an organization’s 
financial results. MobileERP tie together a multitude of business processes and enable the flow 
of data between them. By collecting an organization’s shared transactional data from multiple 
sources, MobileERP systems eliminate data duplication and provide data integrity with a single 
source of truth. Today, ERP systems are critical for managing thousands of businesses of all sizes 
and in all industries. Without EXPERIENCE of working on ERP Systems an employee is 
considered uneducated and cannot work in company for long or cannot progress.

AI stands for Artificial Intelligence. It is a branch of computer science that deals with the creation of intelligent machines that 
can perform tasks that typically require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, 
and language translation. MobileERP is AI based system which makes management decisions to automatically defining and 
allocating the work to specific employees into their TODO List. MobileERP AI also monitors and followup work which are not 
done or delayed and gets it done in time and budget. MobileERP AI works like Manager to get work done.

10x Freedom with MobileMXM: Management Experience Management
A Management Experience Management System is a structured approach that 
helps organizations design and provide IT and AI based system to manage their 
tasks, teams, and resources efficiently aligned with Goals to increase profit etc.



Create apps that work the way you work

SoftRobot Codeless Platform
Business and IT innovating together, faster than ever

Accelerate digital transformation, future-proof applications, and eliminate tech debt

ERP: Free Built-in Ready to use ERP & 50+ Business Application with 100+ best practices process
BPA: Business Process Automation. Process Optimization, Process based ERP & Business
DTS: Digital Transformation to latest technology from old Legacy Systems
CMS: Cloud Migration Acceleration. From in-house  windows apps to cloud apps
Digital Experience Transformation: Put your business with AI on web, mobile etc.
Rapid Application Delivery: Bring to use or market faster then anybody else.

Transform your IT Department and Management thinking today

10x Freedom 
10x Freedom From costly ERP & Other Software's
10x Freedom From costly IT People & Non-performing Managers
10x Freedom From micro managing and wasting time in office

Turn your ideas into apps, visually without coding

TOOL FOR
1. TOP MANAGEMENT
2. IT MANAGERS
3. PROGRAMMERS
4. IMPLEMENTERS
5. CONSULTANTS



MobileMXM SoftRobot System for IT Management – 10 Modules

Above are 50+ Free ready-to-use business apps with MobileERP SoftRobot



SoftRobot Framework: Process >Apps>Reports & Dashboards 



1. SoftRobot Codeless Process Developer AI Studio



2. SoftRobot Codeless App Developer AI Studio



3. SoftRobot Codeless Report Developer AI Studio

Modern Codeless Self-service BI and Analytics Platform
Transform data into insights and actions in minutes without using any Analytics tools or 3rd party software.
Turn raw data into insightful reports and dashboards without asking any IT Person to prepare for it. 
Track your key business metrics, see longtime trends, identify outliers and predict the future.

Start visualizing your data today without buying Analytics Software and hiring expert.



MobileMXM SoftRobot IDE System => Integrated Development Environment

An Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is a software application that combines commonly used developer tools into a 
compact graphical user interface (GUI). IDE enhances developer efficiency, code quality, and overall development experience by providing a 
unified environment for managing all aspects of software development from Editor to Debugger. It is primary tool for AI PROGRAMMERS.
An codeless software development empowers a broader range of individuals to create functional and scalable applications without the 
traditional reliance on manual coding. It’s a paradigm shift that emphasizes visual design, flexibility, and accessibility in the software development 
process. In codeless development, an abstraction layer shields developers from direct exposure to code. They use visual tools to define 
application logic, data structures, and user interfaces. In codeless development business logic is stored in database  as knowledgebase and 
abstract layer  of expert system inference engine generates forms, menus and reports based on knowledge processed by AI inference engine.
An Expert System is a type of (AI) software that simulates the behavior and decision-making of human experts in a specific domain.

The knowledge base contains facts, rules, procedures, and intrinsic data relevant to a specific domain. The inference engine is the heart of 
the expert system. Its primary function is to: Fetch relevant knowledge from the knowledge base. Interpret this knowledge. Find 
solutions to user problems by applying rules and reasoning. Infer new facts based on existing information. IDE is primary part of 
system which allows you to key in knowledge. Its like teaching SoftRobot – Software Robot on what to do and when?.
1. Designer: Designer helps you design codeless software via Solution, Product, Application, Process and Workflow  forms
2. Controller: Helps you design automation software via triggers, AI Agents, & Chatbots, RPA, API, Webservices, Zapper etc.
3. Software deployment refers to the process of implementing, executing, and installing software into a production environment.

1. Software: This refers to installation, put master and  golive transaction data with proper user rights and Golive production checks.
2. Portal:  It serves as a gateway to various services, offering a unified experience for users accessing diverse content and functionalities
3. MobileApp: It is software apps working on mobile phones. Since android, iphone etc. has different set of functionality and app files.
4. Chatbot:  A chatbot is a computer program designed to simulate human conversation through text or voice interactions.



MobileMXM SoftRobot IDE System => IDE Designer: Develop codeless App

Multi-Device Codeless App Creator
1. Solution creator: Build Customer or industry specific solutions
2. Product creator: Build sellable software products
3. Application creator : Build Applications that run on all devices
4. Process creator :  Automate process visually
5. Workflow creator: Build customized forms, reports and workflows suitable to you

a. Forms, workflow & Reports creator
b. Process Kanban, Task Tickets & TODO List creator
c. BI  & Analytics creator

A codeless app creator is 
a powerful tool that 
allows individuals to build 
applications without 
writing traditional code.



Automation creator
1. Data Triggers
2. Time Triggers

AI Agent Creator
1. Conversational AI Agent
2. Chatbot Assistants

MobileMXM SoftRobot IDE System => IDE Designer: Unattended Automation

Integration Creator
1. API Integration
2. RPA Integration
3. Zappier Integration

An AI Agent Creator is a tool or 
platform that allows users to build 
and create artificial intelligence (AI) 
agents without requiring extensive 
coding knowledge.

An Integration Creator is a 
powerful tool that simplifies the 
process of connecting different 3rd

party software applications, 
databases, and services.

Automation creator are data 
change triggers which respond to 
specific data modifications, while 
time-based triggers (events) 
execute based on schedules.

Unattended automation refers to a 
process where machines perform 
tasks autonomously, without the 
need for human intervention.



User-Initiated
1. Approval Triggers
2. Email Triggers

Process-Initiated
1. Auto Task Delegated
2. Auto form fill up

MobileMXM SoftRobot IDE System => IDE Designer: Attended Automation

Delay-Initiated
1. Escalation Triggers
2. Risk Triggers

Process-Initiated triggers work on 
completion of task or ticket by a 
particular user. Next user gets work 
delegated automatically in its todo
list and delay counting starts.

An Delay Initiated Trigger works 
when some task gets delayed due 
to failure of work . Work is often 
escalated . Risk checker also 
creates ticket of failure of work.

User-Initiated: Attended bots are 
triggered by user actions (e.g., 
clicking a button etc.) On approval 
system automatically delegates 
task to every step of process.

Attended automation refers to a 
process where software robots 
(bots) work in collaboration with 
human users to perform tasks.



MobileMXM SoftRobot IDE System => Deploy Software/Portal/Apps/CB

Deploy Software
1. Give User Rights:
2. Test Software:
Deploy Portal
1. Give User Rights:
2. Test Software:
Deploy MobileApps
1. Give User Rights:
2. Test Software:
Deploy AI Chatbots
1. Give User Rights:
2. Test Software:

PRE-DEFINED 
USERS AND 
THEIR RIGHTS

ROLE BASED 
ACCESS 
CONTROL



MobileMXM SoftRobot EIM System => Enterprise Information Management

Manage Implementation
1. Master Uploads: Data Collections, Cleaning, Formatting, Migration, Uploading and Testing. Main masters are Praty, Item etc.
2. Setup Process: Study, accept, refine, change, give timeline targets, budget and user rights to every process steps.
3. Golive Process: Collect Golive data, clean, format, migrate, upload and test go live data like accounts opening balance etc.
4. Support Process: Support self service tickets, FAQ Documents, Self Help Chatbots, Support Teams, Support Portals etc.
Manage Organization
1. Departmentwise:  Departmentwise assets, users, employees, process, apps, files, documents and task are managed
2. Employeewise:  Employeewise assets, users, process, apps, files, documents and task are managed
3. Userwise:  Userwise Software license, process, apps, files, documents, usage and task are managed
Manage Operations
1. Process Mining: Process mining is a data-driven method to find process costs, cycle time and delays to achieve 6Sigma Std.
2. Task Mining: Analyzes individual tasks within a larger process (e.g., budget approval for accounts payable).
3. Usage Mining: It involves analyzing user interactions with software applications to find how users utilize the software.
4. Backup Mining: It involves history of backup and recovery. According to governments backup of 9 years to be maintained.
Manage Governance
1. Reporting: It involves monitoring and assessing compliance with policies, regulations, and internal controls.
2. Security: Access control security management is a fundamental aspect of security used to protect people, apps, and assets.
3. Audit Trail:



MobileMXM SoftRobot EIM System => Enterprise Information Management



MobileMXM SoftRobot UXM System => User GUI Experience Management

User Experience Management (UX Management) is the practice of managing user experience design-related activities within an 
organization to create growth and good management practices. Remember that UX management is essential for creating a 
positive user experience, aligning business goals, and ensuring the success of systems, products and services. It consists of 
1. Usability: UX Focuses on ensuring that Apps are easy to use, enhancing user productivity and satisfaction UX aims to minimize user frustration and errors.
2. Visual Design UX: Prioritizes the aesthetics of the user interface (UI). Includes color schemes, typography, images, and overall visual appeal.
3. Interaction Design UX:: Deals with creating user-friendly and responsive interactions between users and a product. ensures seamless navigation and use.
4. Information Architecture UX: Focuses on organizing and structuring information logically and intuitively. E.g. Process flows, Kanbans, Tree, Graphs and Charts.
5. Accessibility UX: Ensures that products are usable by a wide range of users, including those with disabilities.
6. Emotional UX: Manages users’ emotional responses and commitment to a product. Creates likable or memorable moments, fostering loyalty.

A chatbot is a computer program that simulates human conversation with an end user. Not all chatbots are equipped with 
artificial intelligence (AI), but modern chatbots increasingly use conversational AI techniques such as natural language processing 
(NLP) to understand user questions and automate responses to them. The next generation of chatbots with generative AI 
capabilities will offer even more enhanced functionality with their understanding of common language and complex queries, 
their ability to adapt to a user’s style of conversation, and use of empathy when answering users’ questions.

A portal is a website or application that serves as a gateway to various services, information, or resources.  Types are as follows:
Internal Portals: Internal portals often exist within an intranet, meaning only authorized users can access them.
External Portals: External portals serve as a starting point for browsing the web. Training material portal, job portal etc.
User specific  Portals:  Certain user needs certain kind of GUI e.g. Accounts need Tally Style GUI, SAP trained users need  SAP 
style menus, Construction site needs different portal, Quarry Site needs different portal, Retail Store needs different portal.



MobileMXM SoftRobot UXM System => User GUI Experience Management



User life cycle management (ULM) is the process of creating, managing, and deleting user accounts and 
access rights across various applications and resources in an organization. ULM typically involves the 
following stages.

0. ULM Masters: This is the process to implement existing organization data into system.

1. User onboarding: This is the process of creating user accounts and assigning them to the appropriate 
groups, roles, and permissions based on their job function and responsibilities. User onboarding also 
includes providing users with the necessary credentials, training, and support to access the applications 
and resources they need.

2. User management: This is the process of updating and maintaining user accounts and access rights as 
the users’ data, roles, and needs change over time. User management also involves monitoring user 
activity, enforcing security policies, and resolving user issues.

3. User offboarding: This is the process of removing user accounts and access rights when the users leave 
the organization or change their status. User offboarding also includes revoking user credentials, 
transferring user data, and conducting exit interviews.

ULM can be done manually or automatically, depending on the size and complexity of the organization and 
the applications and resources involved. Manual ULM can be time-consuming, error-prone, and insecure, 
as it requires human intervention and coordination across different departments and systems. Automatic 
ULM can be achieved by using software tools that integrate with the organization’s directories, 
applications, and resources, and automate the provisioning and deprovisioning of user accounts and access 
rights based on predefined rules and workflows. Automatic ULM can save time, reduce errors, and enhance 
security, as it eliminates the need for manual input and ensures consistent and timely enforcement of 
policies and compliance requirements.

MobileMXM SoftRobot ULM System => User Life Cycle Management



MobileMXM SoftRobot ULM System => User Life Cycle Management



MobileMXM SoftRobot EBI System => Enterprise Business Intelligence

Enterprise Business Intelligence (BI) refers to the strategic use of data and analytics within an organization to gain insights into various aspects of 
its operations. . These insights can span areas such as sales, marketing, finance, processes, and human resources Let’s delve deeper into  EBI. 
Following codeless reports are auto created by system without  using any  commercial Excel, Analytics tool or AI Software's. Its purely codeless.
1. Dashboards:  A dashboard is a visual display of the most important information needed to achieve one or more objectives. It consolidates and arranges relevant 

data on a single screen, allowing users to monitor critical information at a glance. 
2. Scorecards are also Dashboards which provides process, document or person specific performance report. The score tells us how the unit performed.
3. Reports: A report is a nonfiction account that presents and/or summarizes facts about a particular event, topic, or issue. It serves as an organized document that 

communicates essential info to a specific audience for various purposes. It can be statement, Daybook or Register.
4. Pivot: PivotTable is more than just a static report—it’s an interactive way to explore your data and gain insights!. It gives data in 3D/4D View.
5. Team: This is specialized codeless report which gives details of team performance. E.g. Sales Team Performance Target vs Actual.
6. Growth: This is specialized codeless report provides growth as per last year vs this year or time period as specified.
7. Channel Performance Report: This report evaluates the performance of different communication channels (such as email, phone calls,  etc.)
8. Projects Performance Report: This report evaluates the performance of project wrt completed, pending, delays, costs, billing, collections etc.
9. Sites Visual Report:  It shows powerful way to communicate complex information in a clear manner. It shows office, store, site etc layouts.
10. Workload Reports: It shows current workloads of every employee and departments so that you can check how much free time they have.
11. Timelog Reports: Based on  punch, leave, ODvisit, travel and timesheet and actual work you can analyze every employees work.
12. Decision Tree: A decision tree is a powerful tool used in supervised learning for both classification and regression tasks. Its also a mindmap.
13. Value Tree: It empowers organizations to make informed decisions by visually connecting business values to underlying drivers. E.g. Profit
14. 80-20 rule report - Pareto Principle, says 80% of outcomes (or outputs) result from 20% of all causes (or inputs) for any given event.
15. 6Sigma Report: This report gives sigma value based on total incident occurred and total failures based on set baseline. 
16. Process Cycle Time or Journey Report: This reports tells us how much average time and cost a particular process takes to execute.
17. Process Stage Reports: This report tells us which stages are deadlog in process and needs improvement based on delays and costs.
18. Kanban Report:  IT provides an ideal solution for visualizing the flow of work, tracking progress, and understanding the status of processes.
19. Chatbot/ Reportbot /  Convbot Report: Its Generative AI based Reporting  via co-pilot, or agent based on particular domain training provided in knowledgebase



MobileMXM SoftRobot EBI System => Enterprise Business Intelligence
Auto Generate  codeless Reports without buying any Analytics tools or hiring any IT expert



MobileMXM SoftRobot EPM System => Enterprise Business Process Management

Enterprise Business process management (EPM) or (BPM) is a way of breaking down 

business processes into their most basic elements: the tasks and activities a business carries out. BPM 
shows, clearly and transparently, how a product or service transforms as it moves through an 
organization's process sequence, often in near real-time. The ultimate result is to optimize performance as 
well as profits, as key business goals and indicators of success are built into the discipline.
Business process management can be implemented across any industry or process, from back-office 
business processes like order-to-cash and procure-to-pay, to customer-centric business processes 
like customer journey mapping. We provide WORLDS FIRST PROCESS DRIVEN ERP SOFTWARE.  

Business Process Analysis (BPA) is a systematic approach to understanding, evaluating, and improving how 

organizations carry out their tasks and activities. Business Process Analysis or BPA examines each part of a process: What is 
working well, Areas for improvement, Optimal changes Determine how improvements can be made. With Desired Outcomes 
like Cost savings, Increased revenue, Enhanced business engagement: Understand customer interactions and conversions.

Business Process Improvement (BPI) is a systematic approach of analyzing, optimizing, and enhancing existing 

business processes to achieve better efficiency, effectiveness, and overall performance.  It consist of Identify Areas for 
Improvement, Implement Changes, Monitor Outcomes.

Lean Process is a methodology that emphasizes efficiency, waste reduction, and continuous improvement. Lean focuses on 

getting the right things to the right place at the right time in the right quantity. It consists of Minimize Waste, Optimize Flow, 
Empower People, Continuous Improvement.



MobileMXM SoftRobot EPM System => Enterprise Business Process Management

MobileERP Provides 150+ Ready to use built-in process suitable for your industry



MobileMXM SoftRobot ITM System => Information Technology Management

ITM: Information technology Management system consists of IT Projects, Services and Operations Management
Projects: There are 4 ways to manage IT – Information Technology Projects:
1. Basic: Projects typically go through phases: Initiation, Planning, Execution, Monitoring and Controlling, Closure as per PMI Standards using PERT/CPM Techniques.

2. Agile: Agile Project Management is an approach that uses short cycles (sprints) to develop products or services, emphasizing collaboration, adaptability, and frequent deliverables

3. Scrum: Scrum Project Management is an iterative and incremental approach that emphasizes collaboration, flexibility, and regular feedback to deliver high-quality products .

4. CMMi: CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) is a process improvement framework having 5 levels that helps organizations streamline processes, enhance quality, and drive 

business performance through building and benchmarking key capabilities.. 

DevOps Process: DevOps is the union of people, process, and technology to continually provide value to customers. It brings 
together development (Dev) and operations (Ops) to create a culture of collaboration, agility, and efficiency. DevOps will do 
activities like Design, Develop, Deploy and Manage.  DevOps will encampass both ITSM, ITOps & AIOpsSystems.
ITSM Process: IT Service Management (ITSM) is the practice of managing end-to-end IT services to meet business goals. ITSM 
encompasses all the processes and activities to: Record Incident, Solve Problem, Change Software and provide all IT services.
ITSM goes beyond basic IT support. While ITOps teams manage technology infrastructure, ITSM teams optimize and deliver 
efficient services. ITSM covers workplace technology, from laptops to servers to critical software applications.
ITOps Process: IT Operations (ITOps) encompasses the processes, practices, and services associated with delivering and 
managing IT infrastructure and services. ITOps professionals are essential for keeping digital services up and running, optimizing 
performance, and adapting to evolving technology!
AIOps (Algorithmic IT Operations) is a method that leverages artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) analytics 
technology to simplify IT operations management and automate problem resolution - Reduced Operational Costs.



Full stack software development refers to the end-to-end creation of web applications, encompassing both 
the front end (client-side) and back end (server-side) components. Full stack developers have the ability to 
design complete web applications, mobile applications and websites.  Full stack developers work on both front 
end and back end.
1. Application Manager : Power Apps is a suite of apps, process, services, and connectors provided by 

MobileERP. It offers a rapid development environment (RDE) for building custom applications tailored to 
your business needs.

2. Interface Manager: PowerVS is an integrated development environment (IDE). It helps companies to 
develop codeless Forms, Reports and Workflows. PowerBI allows users to analyze data, create interactive 
visualizations, and share insights.

3. Logic Manager: Power Virtual Agents (Power VA) is a powerful tool that enables users to create and 
deploy AI chatbots and virtual agents with ease.

4. Data Manager: PowerRPA enables organizations to automate repetitive, manual tasks using software 
robots. It provides integration to 3rd party data and software's.

MobileMXM SoftRobot ITM System => Information Technology Management



MobileMXM SoftRobot ITA System => IT Asset Management System

IT Asset Management (ITAM) is a system of business practices that seeks to maximize the value of IT equipment within an 
organization by combining financial, contractual, and inventory data to track the status of IT assets across their lifecycle1. ITAM 
involves processes related to acquisition, deployment, maintenance, optimization, and disposal of IT assets

https://www.ivanti.com/glossary/itam


Start building a better future now

Hire a Software Robot
For MobileERP MXM Module or SoftRobot Product purchase contact

www.softrobot.biz

www.mobleerp.in

Email: ashish@mobileERP.in

Whatsapp: +91-9925789204

http://www.softrobot.biz/
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